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Free-viewpoint video (FVV) is a type of immersive content in which a character
performance is filmed using an array of cameras and processed into a video-textured,
animated 3D mesh. Although FVV content has a unique set of properties that
differentiates it from other immersive media types, relatively little work explores the
user experience of such content. As a preliminary investigation, we adopted an
open-ended, qualitative approach to investigate these issues. Semi-structured interviews
were conducted with six immersive content experts, exploring the perceived strengths
and limitations of FVV as a content type. These interviews were analyzed using inductive
thematic analysis. We identified five themes during our analysis: they don’t look real, but
that’s okay; they can really move; they don’t connect with me; encounter, legacy, and
truth; no technology is an island. Our analysis reveals a wide range of future research
directions and provides insight into which areas may produce the most benefit in relation
to the user experience. We discuss, for example, the potential impact of difficulties in
supporting user engagement, aspects related to visual quality such as the importance
of responding realistically to environment lighting, and tensions between visual and
behavioral quality. The analysis also highlights the complex interplay of factors related
to the content itself, such as performance style and the use of creative production
techniques to reduce the impact of potential limitations.
Keywords: free-viewpoint video, virtual reality, augmented reality, content creation, VR, AR, XR

1. INTRODUCTION
Free-viewpoint video (FVV) is a type of filmed content that supports viewing with six degrees of
freedom (6DoF). Although FVV has been studied in academia for more than two decades (Kanade
et al., 1997), cumulative improvements in bandwidth requirements and quality mean it is now
practical for use in production contexts (Narayanan et al., 1998; De Aguiar et al., 2008; Vlasic et al.,
2008; Starck and Hilton, 2003; Starck et al., 2005; Starck and Hilton, 2007; Collet et al., 2015). As a
result, a number of commercial FVV studios have opened in recent years (e.g., 8i, nd; 4DViews, nd;
Dimension Studio, nd; Volucap, nd; Jump Studio, nd; Metastage, nd), giving rise to a proliferation
in immersive content produced using this approach. Despite FVV’s long incubation as a technology,
there has been relatively little work exploring the user experience of content produced using this
technique. As FVV has a unique set of properties that differentiates it from other content types,
it becomes critical to understand how these properties influence the experience. This allows us to
form an understanding of what the advantages of the technology are for content producers, as well
as identifying what impactful limitations remain to be addressed by researchers.
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choice of content creation tool. Understanding these strengths
may allow content producers to identify when they might find the
technology most useful. Such an understanding may also allow
researchers to identify ways in which these strengths can be more
fully understood. Additionally, an understanding of the perceived
weaknesses of FVV may allow researchers to focus on areas that
are seen as being detrimental to the medium, and which would
ideally be addressed in future generations of the technology. To
this end, we formulate our research question as:
RQ: what are the perceived strengths and limitations
of the current generation of high-end, commercial
free-viewpoint video?

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Filmed Content That Supports Viewing
With Six Degrees of Freedom
FVV exists among an array of techniques for immersive media
content creation. Indeed, a number of other methods have been
proposed to allow filmed media to support viewing with 6DoF.
In light-field capture, for example, camera views with a relatively
small baseline are interpolated to create novel views (Levoy and
Hanrahan, 1996; Zitnick et al., 2004). Other work has used texture
synthesis to warp 2D views into novel perspectives (Xu et al.,
2011). In contrast to these techniques, FVV creates an animated
3D mesh of a character performance, which is reconstructed
from a live-action performance using an array of inward-facing
cameras arranged around the actor (Kanade et al., 1997).
While commercial FVV studios differ to some degree in their
approach, such as number and resolutions of cameras, many
of the fundamental underlying concepts remain the same. A
large number of red, green, and blue (RGB) cameras capture
visible light, potentially used in combination with infrared
cameras to improve surface reconstruction (e.g., Collet et al.,
2015). Various techniques, such as green screen and depthfrom-stereo are applied to each camera view to segment the
actor from the background (8i, nd; Collet et al., 2015; Schreer
et al., 2019). For each frame, shape-from-silhouette and depthfrom-stereo techniques are applied to create a 3D mesh of
the character. This 3D mesh is then textured using data from
RGB cameras. This results in a video-textured 3D mesh of
a character performance, in which appearance and surface
dynamics are captured. Previous generations of FVV created
a unique 3D mesh per frame, meaning FVV sequences were
“temporally inconsistent” (Cagniart et al., 2010b, p. 333), which
resulted in large bandwidth requirements (Collet et al., 2015).
Techniques to reduce the volume of data are therefore applied,
such as using a system analogous to P-frames in video, in
which temporal similarities between frames are leveraged by
encoding updates from the previous frame. In this technique,
a temporally consistent mesh deforms over a relatively small
number of frames before being replaced by a new mesh at the next
keyframe (Collet et al., 2015; Schreer et al., 2019). This retains
the robustness of unstructured meshes for portraying deforming
shapes while reducing memory and bandwidth requirements to
practical levels (Collet et al., 2015).

FIGURE 1 | An example of an FVV character mesh captured using a technique
similar to that described by Collet et al. (2015), inserted into a virtual scene.

As so little is known about the user experience of FVV,
we believe an exploratory investigation is the ideal first step.
Provisional findings from this investigation can then be used
to inform future research directions. To this end, we conduct
one-on-one interviews with immersive content experts. This
qualitative approach allows the generation of rich, open-ended
data on individuals’ experiences (Braun and Clarke, 2013). As
FVV content may be viewed in a number of immersive display
types, we often use the more generic term extended reality
(XR) to capture the range of virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) contexts in which it may
be deployed.
In this paper, we focus on the current generation of
commercially available, high-quality FVV content. There are a
number of lower-end commercially available FVV techniques,
such as DepthKit (Depthkit, nd), as well as more advanced
techniques in use in academic settings that are not currently
available for commercial use (e.g., Guo et al., 2019). As it is
important to reflect on the current technology landscape, we
reference these techniques where appropriate. It is important to
note, however, that the analysis presented here cannot necessarily
be generalized to all types and generations of FVV content.
FVV content shown during our user study was created using a
technique similar to that described by Collet et al. (2015). An
example of an FVV character mesh captured using this technique
and inserted into a virtual scene is shown in Figure 1. To allow
readers to make a judgement about how the technology under
discussion here compares to others we have made an example
FVV scene, as well as a video of this scene, available on the project
web page (MacQuarrie and Steed, 2020a).
In this research, we aimed to investigate the user experience
of high-end, commercial FVV. The hope was to give insight
into how this technology’s unique set of properties influence the
contexts in which it is perceived as being the most appropriate
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Recent academic works have demonstrated that it may by
possible for volumetric videos to be edited and animated
beyond the movement in the original recording (Regateiro et al.,
2018; Eisert and Hilsmann, 2020). Currently, these techniques
require fully temporally consistent meshes. It is not yet clear
if temporally consistent meshes can provide the generalizability
required for commercial FVV solutions. It has been proposed, for
example, that “allowing dynamic mesh connectivity offers greater
flexibility in capturing general scenes, e.g., with free-flowing
clothing or interacting objects” (Prada et al., 2016, p. 108:2).
To our knowledge, the current generation of commercial FVV
content is designed to play out as recorded.

angle. Alternatively the billboard can rotate to face the user,
although this can result in a character who appears to float
around their central vertical axis, and this technique does not
provide additional head-motion parallax cues. With FVV, as a
user walks around the character they see that character from a
different perspective, as in the real world.
Another common technique for VR content creation is
360-degree video. In 360-degree video, a video completely
surrounds the viewer, and when viewed immersively it allows
users to look around inside the scene naturally by turning
their heads. While animated 360-degree content is available,
a large amount is live-action. As live-action 360-degree video
is filmed using a 360-degree camera, the content is photorealistic, although low resolution can be an issue due to the
high bandwidth requirements created by the extremely large
field-of-view (Mangiante et al., 2017). 360-video, however, is
fixed viewpoint i.e., only the three degrees of freedom related to
orientation are supported. As 360-degree videos are generally not
generated in real time, they usually play out as recorded. This
property means 360-degree videos may be more suitable for noninteractive experiences (sometimes called “passive storytelling”
Bucher, 2017, p. 67). FVV content may share this attribute to
some degree. As FVV media currently plays out as captured,
sections of content cannot respond to real-time events. FVV
characters are 3D meshes though, so exist within real-time
generated 3D environments, which may make it easier to
integrate some “active storytelling” components. This may be
similar to “choose your own adventure” style storytelling, which
has been seen in 360-video as well (Dolan and Parets, 2016). In
such techniques, input from the viewer can direct the narrative
through a number of predefined paths.

2.2. Other XR Content Creation Techniques
FVV content is filmed from a real character performance,
capturing both surface dynamics and appearance. This sets it
apart from motion capture (MoCap). In MoCap only the motion
of a performance is captured, generally using infrared light
and markers placed on the actor at specific locations (for a
recent review of the literature, see Colyer et al., 2018), although
alternative tracking systems such as inertial and magnetic are also
available (Spanlang et al., 2014). This motion data can then be
applied to a rigged avatar, where the animation of the mesh is
driven through a skeleton structure (Baran and Popović, 2007;
Spanlang et al., 2013). While this can create natural body motions
for the avatar, the surface dynamics such as clothing are not
captured by this technique, as motions are constrained by the
prior articulated elements of the avatar, and surface appearance
such as skin tone must be animated separately. Details such
as mouth movement and facial expressions can also be added
through lip synchronization or animation (e.g., Aneja et al., 2019;
Gonzalez-Franco et al., 2020). One advantage of MoCap is that
there are a variety of techniques for blending together separate
MoCap sequences while maintaining plausible dynamics (Kovar
et al., 2008). Techniques exist in academia to allow FVV clips
to be blended together in real-time (Prada et al., 2016). To our
knowledge such techniques have not yet been used in commercial
content, and we have previously suggested that such techniques
may currently be prohibitively expensive (MacQuarrie and Steed,
2020b). In practice, FVV content plays out as captured.
As FVV techniques result in a 3D mesh of a character
performance, the technology gives viewers substantial freedom
to move with 6DoF. Techniques such as light-field capture tend
to be restrictive in the amount of motion they can allow, as
views must be interpolated from a dense set of real-world camera
locations (Levoy and Hanrahan, 1996). Likewise, a common
technique to bring photo-realistic actor performances into XR is
to use “billboarding” (Horry et al., 1997). In billboarding, cameras
are used to film a character performance that is segmented from
the background (e.g., using chroma-key techniques), with the
resulting video displayed as a billboard inside the virtual space.
This technique can produce 3D depth cues through stereoscopy,
and some depth cues from head-motion parallax are available
as the billboard moves relative to the 3D scene. Head-motion
parallax cues within the character are not supported, however,
and distortion increases as the user moves off-axis, until the
character becomes completely flat when viewed at a 90-degree
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2.3. The User Experience of Volumetric
Video
A relatively small amount of work exists exploring the user
experience of FVV content. Some work has been done on
perception of FVV characters, specifically how accurately users
can assess the eye-gaze direction of these characters. In their work
on perception of FVV character’s eye-gaze direction on screens,
Roberts et al. (2013) explored how accurately users could perceive
mutual gaze, i.e., when the FVV character was looking directly
at the user. Their findings indicated the quality of the texture
in the eye region impacted how accurately users could perceive
its direction. In our previous work on gaze perception of FVV
characters in head-mounted displays, we identified—in line with
real-world findings—that users were much better able to assess
eye-gaze direction when that gaze was directed nearer toward
themselves (MacQuarrie and Steed, 2019). These works highlight
what has already been identified as a potential issue in FVV: as the
content is pre-recorded, the eye-gaze direction of the character
cannot be altered in real-time to look at the user. There has
been a great deal of work exploring the importance of eye gaze
in human communication, and it is known to facilitate many
aspects of social interactions such as conversational turn taking,
communicating emotions and identifying objects of mutual
attention (Argyle and Dean, 1965; Kendon, 1967; Argyle and
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Both authors are VR researchers looking to identify and
explore the opportunities and most pressing concerns around
FVV. We have both worked with FVV media ourselves, including
pre-production, filming, post-production, and deployment. As
such, we bring our own personal experience to this research.

Cook, 1976; Novick et al., 1996). While it appears that eye gaze
is therefore likely to be an important aspect of FVV, the impact
on the technology as an XR content creation technique remains
largely unexplored. Work has been done that explores the design
space of techniques to ensure mutual gaze during volumetric
teleconferencing (Anjos et al., 2019). In this work, point-cloudbased avatars were scaled dynamically to promote mutual gaze
between conversational partners.
Work has also been done looking at the impact that a
point-cloud-based volumetric representation of a human has
on social presence during collaborative tasks, when compared
against billboarded and avatar-based representations (Cho
et al., 2020). Their results indicated that co-presence was
highest for volumetric representations when the task required
moving off-axis from the human representation, but that
billboarding was as effective in eliciting co-presence when the
task meant the representation was always viewed straight on.
While this exploration of social presence is relevant to our
work, their volumetric character representation was captured
in real-time using a Kinect. This means their content type
is not fully comparable to the offline, pre-processed FVV
content under consideration here, as the set of properties
inherent in the technologies are different (e.g., real-time versus
pre-recorded, low-fidelity versus high-fidelity visuals, differing
restrictions that the capture devices place on the performer,
etc.). Also related to the user experience of point-cloud-based
volumetric representations, recent works have explored the
subjective experience of point cloud quality under different
compression scenarios in AR (Alexiou et al., 2017) and VR
(Subramanyam et al., 2020).

3.1. Participants
Participants were approached whom the researchers believed
would have insight into both XR content creation and the
audience experience. The focus was on individuals who produce,
commission, or evaluate XR experiences. The aim was to explore
the content creation process and likely user experience, with
people who had enough knowledge of the field to evaluate
FVV against other content creation techniques, and who could
articulate their opinions with reference to these technologies. As
a result of these considerations, six interviews were conducted
with experts in the field of XR content creation and evaluation.
In this context, we use the word “expert” to mean someone who
has been working professionally in the field for a number of years.
To ensure an open and honest discussion, participant
anonymity was guaranteed. As the community is small, we
provide only partial demographic data to avoid the risk of
compromising this anonymity. All participants had a strong
understanding of FVV, while four had first-hand experience of
creating content of this type. Three participants were female
and three were male. All participants were based in Europe.
A stratified sampling approach was adopted, with participants
recruited from different stages in the content creation pipeline.
These stages were commissioning, production, and user
experience evaluation. Participants were either identified and
recruited directly through professional networks by the authors,
or through snowball sampling.

3. METHOD

3.2. Procedure
The study procedure was as follows. First, participants read an
information sheet that detailed the experimental procedure, how
their data would be used, and their right to withdraw from the
study at any time. Critical aspects from this form, in particular
the use of audio recording and the anonymization process, were
discussed orally. Participants then signed a consent form. Audio
recording was then started. Participants were then orally talked
through the procedure, and informed of the aims of the research.
Participants were then invited to watch four FVV clips on a
head-mounted display. Details of these clips will be discussed
in section 3.3. While all participants had seen or worked with
FVV media before, we felt it was important to show some
content during the interview process. This allowed discussions
to take place with reference to content known by both the
participant and the interviewer. During interviews participants
were encouraged to discuss FVV generally and to bring in
knowledge and experiences from content they had previously
worked with or seen.
Participants then took part in a semi-structured interview.
These interviews were around 45 min long. The interviews
were conducted by the first author, who roughly followed the
interview schedule included in the Supplementary Material.
This interview schedule was designed by the first author, and

As so little is known about the user experience of FVV, we
believed it was important to start such an investigation through
a relatively open-ended research approach. To that end, we
adopted a qualitative research method. We used semi-structured
interviews, conducted one-on-one with experts in the field.
Our research question intended to explore the perceived
strengths and limitations of FVV. To that end we adopted
an inductive approach within a contextualist/critical realist
framework. We chose this method as we believe that individuals
may perceive the technology and resulting media experiences
differently, and potentially have differing opinions on their
efficacy, but also that there are underlying features of the
technology that will reflect in the data (Braun and Clarke, 2013).
While the research techniques adopted here are not necessarily
ideal for establishing generalizable truths, they are excellent for
hypothesis generation on which further research can be based.
Quantitative research methods, conversely, can have excellent
properties around validation and reproducibility. However, they
require structured hypotheses to test. Attempting to construct
these hypotheses without foundation may introduce bias, eroding
the validity of any findings made (Braun and Clarke, 2013).
Through this work, we intend to aid future research by providing
a grounding on which to base hypotheses.
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the example character in Figure 1 and the demo clip available
on the project web page are not identical to those shown
to participants. They were created by the same FVV studio,
however, so are representative. Participants were not given any
specific instructions on how to engage with the content, and were
told they could re-watch the clips at any time. Participants could
walk within the confines of the play space (usually around 1.5 ×
1.5 m), but could not locomote using the controller. FVV clips
played out as recorded.
In the first of the clips in which the user is addressed by a
character, the character was placed at a distance of around 1.2
m from the user. A distance of 1.2 m was selected because this is
approximately the border between personal and social space, as
determined by Hall (1966). The second clip in which the user was
addressed was set at around 2 m. As the actor swayed slightly in
this clip, the eye line is not uniformly directed. To compensate
for this, we place the character at a slightly larger distance. For
the two clips in which the user is not addressed, the distance
between the user and the characters vary as these clips contain
a large amount of character movement; the ranges for these clips
are shown in Table 1. In all of the clips, the initial camera position
was set vertically to be the FVV character’s eye height. This
was done to ensure vertical eye lines were correct. This means
the virtual floor level was not necessarily consistent with the
physical floor level, with this level of inaccuracy depending on the
discrepancy in height between the FVV actor and the participant.
The position of the user at the start of each clip is set to
a predefined position, such that the eye lines appear correct.
However, the user is allowed to move with six degrees of freedom,
so these eye lines are not guaranteed to work throughout.
To encourage the eye lines to be as accurate as possible, the
participant’s position is reset between each clip. To allow this, the
world fades to black at the end of a clip. The participant was told
that when this happened, they should return to a neutral standing
position and pull the trigger on the controller, which brought the
scene camera to the ideal eye location for the next clip before
fading from black back to the scene.

TABLE 1 | FVV clip details.
Clip description

Character
addresses
user

Character approx.
distance
to user’s initial
position

Duration

A boy kicks a football around

No

1.5–2.5 m

15 s

A woman in a shirt and tie tells
the user about sexism in the
workplace

Yes

1.2 m

35 s

Two men break dance

No

1–3 m

27 s

A woman in period clothing
makes an emotional appeal
to the user

Yes

2m

1 m 23 s

reviewed by the second author. The schedule was designed based
on our own experience of FVV production and user experience,
as well as issues highlighted in the literature and discussions that
have been had within the XR community. The first participant
acted as a pilot study to validate the interview schedule. No
significant changes were made following this pilot, so we consider
this participant to be part of the study. No significant issues were
experienced during interviews, and no changes were made to this
procedure as interviews progressed.
The study was approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (project ID 4547/012). Participants were given £10
compensation for taking part.

3.3. Materials
To allow the interview of busy professionals, it was required that
the interview be conducted at times and places convenient to
the participants. This meant ensuring the head-mounted display
used to show FVV clips to participants was portable. As a result,
the FVV clips were demonstrated on an Oculus Quest. While the
clips ran smoothly on this relatively low-powered device, some
compromises were made in other respects to the visual quality.
The virtual scene in which the FVV clips were shown was very
simple, showing an empty room that was generic enough that
it was a plausible setting for each FVV clip. A fast type of antialiasing was used, specifically Fast Approximate Anti-Aliasing
(FXAA). Most scene lighting was diffuse, which was explained
visually in the scene by three large translucent windows. To allow
the FVV clips to integrate more plausibly into the scene, a single
overhead light allowed the FVV characters to cast a shadow on
the floor. For graphical efficiency, the lighting was baked and
the shadows low-resolution. As the meshes of the FVV clips
are unstructured, changes in the topology can cause a visible
flickering effect across surfaces when responding to environment
light; as a result, the material was set to be purely emissive.
Four FVV clips were demonstrated. These clips accompany
the software development kit distributed by Dimension Studio
(nd). They were not created by us, but instead represent highquality content being produced by a professional FVV studio.
A summary of the clips is shown in Table 1. An example
of an FVV character inserted into the demo scene shown to
participants is shown in Figure 1. Note that, for licensing reasons,

Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org

3.4. Method of Analysis
We follow a thematic analysis approach as outlined by Braun
and Clarke (2013). Interviews were transcribed orthographically
and data analysis was conducted on these transcripts. We
do, however, “clean up” quotes for readability in this report.
We remove hesitations, repetitions, and non-verbal utterances
without acknowledgment, and introduce capitalization and
punctuation as required for sentence structure. We use “[. . . ]” to
indicate any other removed text, while words in square brackets
have been added.
Interview recordings were transcribed by the first author to
facilitate data familiarization. Coding was performed inductively
by the first author using nVivo 12. For practical reasons, some
coding was performed as interviews progressed. A complete
coding was performed across the first five transcripts by the first
author. These transcripts were then reviewed by the first author,
with codes systematically applied across the dataset. This resulted
in 72 codes (codebook available as Supplementary Table 1). A
sixth interview was conducted and coded. Another full review
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FIGURE 2 | Themes and sub-themes.

with small sample sizes and fluid data collection techniques
(Braun and Clarke, 2013), we favor less precise language when
reporting comment occurrences.

iteration of the transcripts and coding was then conducted by
the first author. This resulted in 96 codes. Some grouping of
the data into low-level related areas was performed to make
the data easier to manage, resulting in a codebook with 99
nodes with some hierarchical structure (codebook available as
Supplementary Table 2). These concepts were reviewed and
grouped to generate candidate themes that were felt to capture
the most important codes and concepts with respect to the
research question. These candidate themes were discussed and
reviewed with the second author. This process resulted in six
themes (codebook available as Supplementary Table 3). During
the write up, it was felt that two themes were in fact sub-themes
of a larger theme, so were collapsed together. To ensure that
the analysis accurately reflected the feelings of the participants,
we performed member checking. A draft of the analysis was
sent to participants, who were invited to provide feedback. All
six participants said they were happy with their quotes and the
analysis. One participant suggested additions in the analysis of
Theme 4 (section 4.4, below). We highlight this change in the text
when we come to it.

4.1. Theme 1: They Don’t Look Real, But
That’s Okay
The visual quality of FVV characters was generally felt to be
good. All participants remarked that they were “impressed by
the quality” (P4) in some respects, with the visuals described
as “high-fidelity” (P1, P5). Despite this agreement that FVV
produced high-fidelity visuals, there was also a feeling that
“between real and not real, they’re definitely in the not real
space” (P2), and that an FVV character still does not “really
look like a human” (P6). Here we see a clear distinction between
a computer-generated image being visually impressive, and the
successful illusion of reality XR may be striving to achieve.
There did not seem to be one specific aspect of the visual
representation that participants highlighted as the cause of this
lack of realism, but a number of issues were raised. Here we
discuss the visual aspects that appeared to be the most important
to participants in terms of the technology’s ability to produce a
realistic visual representation.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1.1. Lighting Issues Are Critical

Due to the broad range of issues raised by participants, we present
discussion alongside results to improve readability. We identified
five themes during our analysis. These were: they don’t look real,
but that’s okay; they can really move; they don’t connect with
me; encounter, legacy, and truth; no technology is an island. A
number of sub-themes were also identified. Themes and subthemes are shown graphically in Figure 2. We attribute quotes
using participant ID numbers throughout. As we believe value is
not determined by comment frequency (Pyett, 2003), particularly

Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org

Lighting was frequently mentioned as detrimental to realism: “It
was strange because the level of realism was so high, and yet it
didn’t fit the lighting really” (P1). This reflects an issue in the
current generation of FVV that employs temporally inconsistent
meshes, in which the mesh changes every few frames (Collet
et al., 2015; Schreer et al., 2019). When such FVV characters
respond to environment light, a flickering is sometimes visible
across the surface as the vector normals change rapidly. When P6
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effect seen as vector normals change rapidly is not present. Both
of these techniques have issues with generalizability, however, as
the selected mesh may struggle to represent varied or large shape
changes (Casas et al., 2012; Collet et al., 2015). An alternative
approach currently in development by Google combines FVV
with lightstage techniques (Debevec et al., 2000), using timemultiplexed color gradient illumination to capture temporally
consistent reflectance maps (Guo et al., 2019). While the results
demonstrated using this technique are impressive, it represents
an additional step up in complexity, and such techniques are not
yet commercially available. These works do show, however, that
future generations of commercial FVV may be able to address this
issue. Based on feedback from participants, lighting appears to be
a key limitation of the technology, as it may have a strong negative
impact on the visual realism of the characters and how they
integrate with the scene. This is likely to present particular issues
for AR contexts, where lighting conditions cannot be known in
advance but where an obvious goal might be to have the character
fit plausibly into the visual scene around the user.

was discussing a recent piece that they themselves had made that
contained this flicker, they felt that “half of the people are really
happy about what we did, [while the other] half are not, because
of that [flicker],” with some viewers feeling it looked “too strange”
(P6). To avoid this flickering effect, FVV characters often do
not respond to environment light. The examples that accompany
the software development kit distributed by Dimension Studio,
for example, rely on emissive textures (Dimension Studio, nd).
This may have been responsible for one participant commenting
that a character appeared to be “illuminated from within, rather
than real-time,” resulting in the character looking “like a light
bulb” (P1).
As 3D reconstruction works best if the actor is diffusely lit on
set (Collet et al., 2015; Schreer et al., 2019), volumetric pieces
often fall back to diffuse environment lighting to ensure the
character appears to fit plausibly in the scene (e.g., Alcon, 2017;
Start, 2018). This may have an impact on the perceived tone of
a piece:
“Lighting did seem to me key [. . . ] if you imagine that as your
drama scenario, you would have dramatic lighting around it, and
that felt really flat” (P4).

4.1.2. Perceptions of Scale Can Vary
The scale of the scene was frequently mentioned by participants.
One participant felt the FVV characters and scene were at “the
correct scale,” commenting:

Despite difficulties in 3D reconstruction, some FVV pieces have
chosen to light on set, resulting in dramatic lighting that fits the
scene. An example of this is “Hold the World” featuring David
Attenborough (Dodds, 2018; Sky UK Ltd, 2018). This was felt
to have had a strong effect on realism, with one participant who
had seen this piece commenting that they had felt “physically he
was definitely there [. . . ] sitting in that chair [. . . ] he was very
definitely physically there” (P2). It is for this reason that it was
felt that “lighting on set is better,” although this means that “you
lose all the benefits of doing real-time animation” (P6), as the
character cannot respond to real-time changes in environment
light, as well as potentially causing issues with 3D reconstruction.
FVV clips being diffusely lit and not responding to
environment lighting was felt to make the characters appear
“very monoplane” (P1). One participant commented that “there
is something about the solidity of the characters as well, the
3D nature of them, which doesn’t feel completely solid,” and
while they were “not flat” they were also “not fully 3D [. . . ]
two-and-a-half-D or something” (P2). This loss of depth cues
from shadows may have reduced realism, with one participant
commenting: “somehow they still don’t feel real in terms of depth
and physicality” (P4). The impact this may have had on the user
experience was not clear. While one participant commented that
“the fact there weren’t any shadows was eerie” (P1), another
participant felt this lack of shadows only served “to undermine
the sense of realism, but not to unnerve” (P2).
Allowing FVV characters to respond to environment light is
an area that has received a substantial amount of research. One
technique is to employ temporally consistent meshes, either by
deforming a single mesh over the entire clip’s duration (Ahmed
et al., 2008; Cagniart et al., 2010a; Tung and Matsuyama, 2010;
Huang et al., 2011; Budd et al., 2013; Mustafa et al., 2016) or by
applying a known template mesh (Carranza et al., 2003; Loper
et al., 2015). As the mesh is temporally consistent, the flickering
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“What I’ve felt in the past in many 360 videos is that they are
out of scale [. . . ] people in the scene, and especially if they come
close they’re like huge. [. . . ] The proportions [in the FVV clips]
felt right [. . . ] in comparison to myself ” (P3).

Other participants, however, commented that they had
experienced issues with the scale of the scene, using phrases
such as “I felt smaller than my physical self ” (P1) and “I felt a
bit like a giant” (P5). This likely reflects that the virtual camera
height in the scene was fixed to ensure the eye lines of characters
that addressed the user worked correctly. How inaccurate the
virtual camera height was, therefore, depended on the height of
the participant.
This is a complex issue, as our relationship to other characters
in terms of height has multiple implications. One participant
expressed expectations that were not met, saying they were “used
to being taller than women,” and indicated that this impacted
their interpretation of the scene, commenting that it “felt weird,
and set up a power dynamic” (P1). This issue of scale also
impacted the sense of realism, with one participant commenting:
“They look doll-like [. . . ] that might be to do with the fact that I’m
tall [. . . ] they’ve been calibrated for another optimal height [. . . ] so
that feels unreal as well, so they feel like miniatures [. . . ] I feel like
I could almost pick her up” (P2).

As well as participants’ perception of the character, mismatches in
scale may also have had a negative influence on presence (i.e., the
sense of “being there” Slater et al., 2009b, p. 193) and co-presence
(i.e., the sense of “being with others” Zhao, 2003, p. 445):
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Getting the hands right seems critical. One participant
commented that, given artifacts in the current generation
of FVV, “if someone look[s] at the hands, it can be a little bit
hard to get into the story” (P6), while another said of an early
volumetric experience:

“Sometimes the height of the characters felt weird with where I
was on the floor, so I didn’t feel any sense of being in the space
[. . . ] at all with any of them” (P4).

The differing heights of actors has long been an issue in
traditional filmmaking. Actors often stand on “apple boxes” to
level heights and frame shots, with these boxes jokingly referred
to as “man-makers” when used in this context (Uva, 2010, p. 37).
Within immersive filmmaking this may present additional issues,
as the whole actor is captured. The impact of camera height
in 360-degree video is an open question (Keskinen et al., 2019;
Rothe et al., 2019). In the context of MoCap performances,
retargeting techniques are used to apply MoCap performances
to avatars of a different size or shape to the actor (Hecker et al.,
2008). While such techniques may not be directly applicable to
the current generation of FVV, it is possible to edit the scale of
characters in post-production, as FVV characters are standard
3D assets. In a piece one participant had recently worked on, they
commented that they “play with [the FVV character’s] size [. . . ]
deliberately” (P4).
Additionally, it was felt that when creating experiences it was
important to consider users who may necessarily be at different
heights, such as those less able to stand: “Imagine someone in
a wheelchair for example [. . . ] you’d be having them like float
up in space” (P5). One participant commented that while it was
“an artistic decision,” designing “seat[ed] [experiences] can solve
a lot of problems” (P4), such as helping reduce issues caused by
differences in users’ heights.

“I really was quite distressed by some unworked volumetric stuff I
saw [. . . ] where the hands were like mutilated, horrific things, that
really I haven’t forgotten” (P4).

Commercial FVV tends to use saliency-based techniques to
allocate additional mesh and texture quality to complex areas that
users often look at, such as the face and hands (Collet et al., 2015;
Schreer et al., 2019). As one participant commented that content
in which hands were represented using fewer polygons was very
badly received, this may indicate that this technique is helpful.
It may not be sufficient, however, as other participants remarked
that even in its current form artifacts in the hands caused issues.
This may relate to difficulties in processing the capture rather
than the allocation of resources in the mesh, as narrow objects
such as fingers may be difficult to reconstruct (Collet et al., 2015).

4.1.5. Surface Appearance
Some comments highlighted FVV’s ability to capture surface
appearance, and in particular the accurate portrayal of skin tone.
One participant remarked that “the skin tone is remarkably good”
(P2), while another remembered noting during one example
“how rosy [the character’s] cheeks were, which I thought ‘oh that’s
well done”’ (P1).
One participant, however, felt that “the skin is the main
problem” (P6) with the technology. Although they could not
pinpoint exactly why they felt this, one given explanation was that
the level of detail captured was not high enough. Another possible
explanation is that skin is a famously difficult material to capture
and render accurately, as real skin exhibits complex subsurface
light scattering (Jensen et al., 2001). Although this issue is present
in most real-time rendered XR content, high visual fidelity in
other aspects could make the issue more pronounced in FVV.

4.1.3. Connection With the Floor Does Not Work
In the FVV clips that we showed, a number of participants felt
that “there’s some issue about connection with the floor, it doesn’t
look realistic” (P2). One possible explanation given was:
“The material and the finish of the environment and the shininess
and the way the lighting reflects on the floor is different to how it
reflects on the [character]” (P5).

This is an accurate assessment of the lighting issues mentioned
previously, as the FVV characters do not respond to environment
lighting correctly. This may indicate that this issue is particularly
felt at locations at which the characters interact with the
environment, where the contrast between expectation and
rendered lighting may be particularly stark.

4.1.6. It’s Good Enough to Tell a Story
It may be that the perceived lack of visual realism is not
necessarily a barrier to the technology’s use. Although the current
generation of FVV is “not perfect,” it was felt that “it’s enough to
tell a story, it’s enough to give emotion, it’s enough to relate to
a character” (P6). The content itself was generally felt to be the
most important aspect.
When discussing visual realism, participants made frequent
references to the “uncanny valley.” The Uncanny Valley theory
states that visual representations of people with near-human
likeness can cause a stronger negative response than those
with perfect human likeness or minimal human likeness
(Mori et al., 1970). This theory “is a commonly cited, but
controversial, explanation for human discomfort with imperfect
human likenesses” (Mathur and Reichling, 2016, p. 29), in
which the words “creepy” or “eerie” are often used to describe
representations with near-human likeness . The theory is
controversial because different studies into this effect have

4.1.4. Hands Need Work
The visual representation of the character’s hands was felt to be
of critical importance, but also an issue in the technology that
should be improved. For example, one participant felt that “the
hands never work, the hands are really, really strange because you
have little lines instead of fingers” (P6). One participant, however,
commented that during the FVV clips we showed they had found
the hands impressive:
“I was amazed by the hands, because [. . . ] having seen the stuff
that’s come out earlier from some of those volumetric things, the
hands looked absolutely weird” (P4).

Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org
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It was felt that “the fluidity in the dancing is really interesting,
[. . . ] really effective” (P2). Indeed, participants felt that “the
nature, the physicality of ” the captured motion meant that
the clips involving movement “were the most realistic” (P1).
This feeling that FVV captures natural and realistic motion was
highlighted by the types of performance participants felt were
a good fit for the technology. Use cases that make use of the
technology’s accurate portrayal of motion were mentioned, e.g.,
“sports” (P3, P6) such as “wrestling” (P1), and arts such as
“dancing” (P2, P4, P5).
As discussed in the Background, the portrayal of secondary
motions such as clothing is one of the main benefits volumetric
capture brings over MoCap applied to avatars. One participant
found this component critical:

produced conflicting results (Mathur and Reichling, 2016). More
recent investigations indicate that, although the causes are not
fully understood, perceptual mismatches between artificial and
human features may be responsible (for a review, see Kätsyri
et al., 2015). Regardless, it is a commonly used term that is
understood to indicate a creepy feeling produced by stimuli with
near-human likeness.
Opinions varied on whether the current generation of FVV
content produces an uncanny valley effect. When asked if
the participants found the characters creepy in any way, four
participants answered decisively: “no” (P1, P2)/“not really”
(P3)/“personally I didn’t” (P5). Reasons for this perceived lack of
visual uncanny valley were mixed. One participant felt that “they
were quite normal looking” (P2). Another participant felt that it
related to their expectation:

“The quality of the clothing was really compelling and delightful
in a way, you know, it was really beautiful. [. . . ] The way
it naturally flows, [. . . ] you don’t get that from [rigged]
avatars.” (P5)

“It’s because I acknowledged they weren’t human, [. . . ] they
weren’t real-time [. . . ] so I think [that] my expectation was lower
probably than if [it] had been a real-time thing” (P5).

While a general feeling of naturally flowing character motion was
echoed by all participants, no other participants attributed it to
the cloth dynamics. Indeed, some participants did not notice the
clothing motion, feeling that it was “not such a big deal” (P3).
Again this may have been due to the fact that FVV clips do not
respond to environment lighting, meaning self-shadowing cues
from folds in the clothing are missing:

One participant reported that FVV characters are currently
perceived “not as human, not as cartoons, but as what they
are, which is human avatars” (P6). If FVV characters currently
have a similar level of realism as avatars, it may be that these
characters are not yet “near-human enough” to be considered
“uncanny.” One participant, however, strongly felt that the
characters produced an uncanny valley effect: “Is there Uncanny
Valley here? [. . . ] Yes of course [. . . ] 100%,” feeling that this was
“because they pretend to be human, [and] it’s strange” (P6).
The implications of issues in visual quality (e.g., lighting,
hands, etc.) and their impact on the experience are not clear.
While participants indicated that these aspects appeared to them
to be detrimental to realism, there was also a feeling that realism
may not be required for an XR experience to be successful.
Previous work in the field of VR has explored the impact of visual
quality, providing evidence that there is a complex relationship
between realism and perceptual metrics. For example, while
some findings indicate that increased self-avatar realism can
lead to stronger body ownership (Gorisse et al., 2019) and
increased scene realism can lead to increased presence (Slater
et al., 2009a), other work did not find that increased character
realism resulted in an increase in presence (Vinayagamoorthy
et al., 2004). We believe there is substantial scope for future
research here, exploring these visual aspects and their impact on
the user experience.

“Lit in a different way you might be more aware of the way the
cloth and stuff moves, but I wasn’t very aware of that” (P4).

This may indicate that one of the technology’s key attributes in
contrast to other techniques such as avatars is being undermined
by limitations in FVV’s ability to respond to environment
light. Comments from participants also indicate the impact of
secondary motions on the user experience are not clear, and this
may warrant further investigation in the context of FVV.

4.3. Theme 3: They Don’t Connect With Me
Participants reported feeling a difference between clips in which
the character addressed the viewer and where they did not:
“There’s a distinct difference between some of the clips [. . . ] like
doing their thing [. . . ] upping the ball or dancing, and then there’s
clearly the other two clips where the actor addresses you as if you
were in the room” (P3).

For clips that addressed the user, participants “felt disconnected,
because [the character] didn’t react to [them]” (P5). Indeed, it
was felt that “there was no acknowledgment that [the participant
was] there” (P5). As with visual realism, there was not one
aspect of the technology that participants attributed this loss of
connection to. Here, we discuss a number of issues raised by
participants that may have contributed.

4.2. Theme 2: They Can Really Move
All participants agreed that the technology’s ability to portray
“natural movements” was one of the clear “upsides of
[. . . ] volumetric capture” (P3). This reflected in participants’
preference for clips that focused on movement:

4.3.1. Eye Contact

“The football and dance ones [are] the most compelling, because
that [is] what it’s brilliant at capturing, [. . . ] that physical form”
(P4).

Frontiers in Virtual Reality | www.frontiersin.org

All participants agreed that a lack of accurate eye contact was
a substantial issue when being addressed by characters. One
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Participants also commented on a lack of social mimicry.
Social mimicry is the phenomenon in which humans tend to
unconsciously mirror certain aspects of other peoples’ behavior
during interactions, such as posture and mannerisms (Chartrand
and Bargh, 1999). One participant noted that when they “moved
a bit closer [to the character] [. . . ] they [did not] echo” (P1),
while another participant felt the lack of small gestures of
acknowledgment, such as “leaning in to the conversation” (P2).
This led one participant to comment: “it feels like you’re the only
active agent in an otherwise dead scene of things that are on
rails” (P1).
It has been shown in previous work that improving certain
aspects of behavioral realism in avatars can improve to what
extent users accept them as real. Realistic turn-taking eyegaze patterns, for example, have been shown to increase
measures such as co-presence, when compared against random
gaze patterns applied to avatar-based conversational partners
(Garau et al., 2001). Other nonverbal behavioral patterns
may also prove to be important. The existence of social
mimicry is well documented, and it has been shown to be
an important component in interpersonal communications that
can improve aspects such as positive judgements of others
(Gueguen et al., 2009).
It is likely to be impossible to pre-record content that always
follows these principles, as aspects such as the posture of
individual users will impact what behavior a character must
exhibit in order to be perceived as “behaving realistically.” This
may present a particular issue for FVV characters, as they
currently tend to play out as recorded and therefore cannot
easily respond to real-time events. Such mimicry behaviors
are nuanced, however, and are not currently fully understood
(Salazar Kämpf et al., 2018). As a result, a lack of such subtle
gestures of acknowledgment is not only an issue in FVV, but still
presents challenges in other forms of XR content (e.g., avatars),
despite their ability to respond to events in real-time (Hale et al.,
2020). As a result, this perceived limitation of FVV may not be
as different from other forms of XR content as might initially
be anticipated.

participant even felt that “eye contact was the biggest flaw” of the
technology (P1). This stems from the fact that FVV clips usually
play out as recorded, so the eye gaze of the character reflects the
gaze of the actor when it was filmed. This results in “a very tiny
window where your eye contact matches,” which causes issues
when “trying to [. . . ] take advantage of looking around, and the
full volumetric nature of it,” resulting “ironically” in “volumetric
[content] that only works from a fixed position” (P1).
Participants felt that a lack of eye contact damaged the sense
of connection with the character, as “you don’t get that sense of
somebody really engaging with you [. . . ] even although they’re
right next to you,” and that this may negatively impact their
“emotional engagement” (P4). One participant felt that as “the
eyes are not exactly looking at you, it [. . . ] felt like [the FVV
character was] looking at [. . . ] a group of people behind me”
(P5). If a user believes the FVV character is looking past them to
another entity in the room, this may affect a user’s understanding
of the scene, and even cause concern that a person is standing
behind them.
As mentioned previously, the height of an FVV character is a
complex issue. FVV character height presents particular issues in
situations where they look at the viewer. In order for eye lines to
work, the actor must direct their gaze toward the viewer’s head
position. If the actor is taller than the viewer, the actor must
look downwards, while if the actor is shorter, they must look
upwards. This is dependent on the viewer height, which varies
between users, and will only work when the user is at a specific
distance from the character. As a result, FVV actors who address
the user often direct their gaze at their own eye level, so the
eye line is parallel to the floor and their distance from the user
is no longer critical to ensure mutual gaze. This does, however,
require the actor and viewer to be at a similar eye level, which
may cause issues with perceptions of scale (see section 4.1.2 for
further details).
As mentioned in section 2.1, current FVV content tends
to play out as recorded, but research suggests in the future
it may be possible to support real-time animation beyond the
original recording. Finding a way to provide real-time eye gaze
correction for volumetric videos may prove critical for their
success in contexts where the user is addressed, as comments
from participants indicate that this may be a serious limitation
of the technology.
An additional issue with the eyes beyond mutual gaze could
be problems with vergence, as the actor’s eyes may not converge
at the viewer’s head position. One participant reported “trying to
figure out if [the character was] cross-eyed or not” (P2). This issue
may also result in confusion over eye-gaze direction, if the eyes do
not appear aligned (MacQuarrie and Steed, 2019).

4.3.3. Expectation of Interaction
Participants wanted to be acknowledged by the character,
but this desire was influenced by expectation. One
participant commented:
“[The characters] were intending to deliver an intense message,
but it didn’t feel intense on my side. [. . . ] Probably it is because I
immediately knew they were pre-recorded and they did not react
to any of my [actions]. I knew it wasn’t real time, [and that] they
weren’t there with me.” (P5)

4.3.2. Body Language
Although eye gaze was seen as critical, participants felt this
lack of acknowledgment from the characters went deeper. One
participant noted that in real-world conversations, “when you
look at someone it’s not [just the] gaze [. . . ] it’s all [of the] body”
(P2). This lack of acknowledgment in body language lead one
participant to feel “like a spectator viewing the content, more so
than an active part of the interaction” (P5).
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Participants had different feelings on what the impact of
expectation might be for users. One participant felt that because
FVV is “a new kind of [. . . ] medium, [users] accept [. . . ] the
rules of engagement” (P6). Another participant, however, felt that
the high-fidelity nature of the visual representation might lead to
higher expectations of behavioral realism:
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relation to an encounter piece one participant was working on,
they commented:

“I think that’s the problem here—that the fidelity is so high but the
interaction is so low. [. . . ] and in a way [. . . it’s the uncanny valley,
because it looks so good [. . . ] [but] it breaks so easily.” (P1)

“You get a direct encounter with [. . . ] that person [. . . ] so an
avatar would not have worked at all for that, and then the question
was, could a stereo pair of RED cameras or something [have]
achieved the same result” (P4).

Potential issues created by a discrepancy between visual fidelity
and interaction have been noted previously in VR research.
Indeed, research has suggested that “there is a need for
consistency between the fidelity of the avatar’s behavior and
its appearance” (Garau, 2003, p. 6). It may be that higher
visual quality creates an expectation of higher behavioral quality,
and that this contrast may negatively affect how users perceive
the avatar when that expectation is not met (Garau, 2003;
Bailenson et al., 2005). The interaction between visual and
behavioral realism remains unclear, however, with a recent
work showing that more realistic facial animations led users
to accept a self-avatar as themselves more readily, despite its
cartoon-like appearance (Gonzalez-Franco et al., 2020). If a
mismatch between high visual fidelity and low behavioral realism
does negatively affect avatar perception, this may present a
particular issue for the current generation of FVV. This is because
FVV characters are perceived as having high visual fidelity,
but potentially low behavioral realism due to their inability to
respond to real-time events.

In this case, the “pair of stereo RED cameras” is a reference
to billboarding techniques, with RED manufacturing high-end
cameras for film and television. Opinions on the impact of the
loss of support for head-motion parallax that billboarding suffers
from were divided. One participant commented that for users
comparing billboarding “verses volumetric [. . . ] I think you’d be
astonished at how few people would notice the difference” (P1).
Another participant, however, felt:
“Just having only the parallax [. . . ] is changing everything [. . . ]
even just breathing [. . . ] and seeing that the view is changing [. . . ]
even if you sit, 6DoF is amazing and much better” (P6).

Participants felt that a potential strength of FVV lies in the
fact that it is a reproduction of a recorded event, and that
this related to “a question about truth” (P2). Participants noted
a potential difference in requirements between content types,
with documentary and news following a different standard
from fiction:

4.4. Theme 4: Encounter, Legacy, and Truth
Media experiences that capture a real person were mentioned
as a strong use case for FVV, as “you feel like you’re having a
direct encounter” (P4). This is reflected in some of the types
of experiences that are being commercially produced, such as
“Hold the World” featuring David Attenborough (Sky UK Ltd,
2018) and “Wimbledon: Champion’s Rally with Andy Murray”
(Dimension Studio, 2019).
The reason participants felt FVV was appropriate for such
experiences was due to the accuracy with which the technology
portrays the captured person. Visual accuracy was mentioned, as
“people need to recognize them [. . . ] because [. . . ] you’ve already
seen their faces” (P6). The accuracy with which FVV portrayed
physical movements was also highlighted. One participant gave
the example of an FVV character that had captured “his stance
correctly - he’s got a very specific gait and posture,” but also that
more generally FVV can “capture the funny little [. . . ] gestures”
that characterize a person and “their true, natural, eccentric,
idiosyncratic selves” (P2). Together, accurate capture of the visual
and dynamic aspects of a person were felt to bring “more of a
sense of that real person and what they’re like,” for example you
could “it across the table from the real David Attenborough [. . . ]
feeling that it is him just as we [. . . ] know him from film and
television” (P4). This accurate portrayal of a real person was also
given as a reason why FVV would be suitable for “the legacy
thing, about being able to capture your family [. . . ] and preserve
it for some future” (P2).
Opinion differed on whether FVV was the only immersive
content type suitable to portray such encounters. Participants
largely agreed that it “makes an awful lot of sense to be using
volumetric rather than avatars” (P2), as “an avatar of someone
is more of a caricature of them [to] some extent” (P4). In
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“From an [. . . ] ethics, production standard [perspective], it is
that you’ve captured that real person [. . . ] certainly in news and
documentary [. . . ] there is a sense of integrity to this, this is that
person. [. . . ] Once it’s an avatar you get into reconstruction, [. . . ]
you get into that sort of fake news type thing. Is it really them?
Whose version of it is it?” (P4).

One participant noted that an emotional documentary piece
that they had made previously using MoCap had prompted a
number of users to feel “betrayed” (P6) when they discovered the
MoCap elements had been performed by an actress rather than
the subject who was providing the voice-over. This experience
prompted the participant to comment:
“In documentary, truth can be important for the audience. I
think in fiction [it doesn’t] matter [. . . ] we’re all lying, we’re all
magicians” (P6).

In the field of immersive journalism, questions around relay
“truth” through VR have been under debate for over a decade.
In a seminal work in this area, it was posited:
“Immersive journalism does not aim solely to present the facts,
but rather the opportunity to experience the facts. We stress that
the distinction between conventional documentary content, such
as video and audio recordings, and synthetic content, such as
3D models and animation, is blurring.” (De la Peña et al., 2010,
p. 299)
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also mentioned, with participants noting that “dark is better”
(P1) to disguise artifacts, as the user “cannot see what is wrong”
(P6). The use of costume was discussed, with one participant
suggesting the use of sunglasses for “obscuring [the loss of] actual
eye contact” (P1), although another felt that “sunglasses [don’t]
work, it just removes you too much” (P4).
Real-world commercial examples of FVV content provide
some indications of how creatives have worked around
limitations in the technology. One participant noted issues when
trying to “transition seamlessly from one [FVV clip] to another”
(P3) within a scene, making interactive narratives difficult to
construct. In “Blade Runner 2049: Memory Lab” (Alcon, 2017),
an FVV character is framed as a hologram, so their sudden
appearance and disappearance to allow cuts between clips is
integrated into the narrative. The flickering effect when FVV
characters respond to real-time lighting is disguised using the
flickering of an open fire in “Awake: Episode One” (Start, 2018).
In a recent piece a participant had worked on, they reported
using distraction techniques by animating a very dynamic scene,
ensuring the character is “not your only focus” (P4). Likewise,
additional treatment on the piece such as “putting a volumetric
character into a slightly imaginary situation” may help, as “you
suspend your disbelief for it, because you sort of know [the
character is] not real” (P4).
In what was considered to be a major barrier of the technology,
all participants agreed that creating FVV content is expensive.
In particular, processing the multi-view videos into a 3D mesh
is costly due to the processing time required (MacQuarrie and
Steed, 2020b). As a result, reducing the duration of FVV content
reduces costs. In one piece a participant had worked on, the
FVV character only appears for a few seconds in each section,
before they fade out and the rest of the dialogue is conveyed via
voice over.
From these comments it is clear that creative treatments are
often used to disguise weaknesses. It may be important in future
work, therefore, to consider strengths and limitations as being
affected by context and content, and taking a more holistic view
of the ways in which the technology can be used.

This prediction of a blurring between “conventional
documentary” and “synthetic content” seems particularly
relevant in this context, with FVV potentially possessing
qualities of both video and 3D models. This may indicate
another layer in FVVs ability to deliver some “truth,” as it
presents not only an event as it was recorded, but may also
provide viewers with the opportunity to experience that event as
if they were there. During member checking, however, P4 noted
that they believe journalism is unlikely to be a common use
case for the current generation of FVV. They felt that the high
cost of production was prohibitive for most journalistic budgets
and that, due to the nature of the studio filming required, all
FVV content was inherently a performance. Research from
the field of VR journalism highlights the potential importance
of “truth,” however, that may be important for encounter and
legacy purposes, which were raised as possible use cases for
the technology.
If FVV is perceived as providing some guarantee of
“truthfulness,” this potentially carries additional ethical
considerations. This may become more acute as the realism
of FVV characters improves. In a recent work on the ethical
implications of increased visual realism in XR, Slater et al. (2020)
underscored the importance of following good practice from
other media types, such as clear content warnings and the use of
editorial guidelines, although they highlight that the details of
how these may apply in XR are yet to be determined. Feedback
from participants in our interviews indicates this may be an area
that warrants further investigation.

4.5. Theme 5: No Technology Is an Island
A large portion of input from participants did not just focus
on the technical aspects of FVV, but took in a broader view
of the content and the processes involved in producing it. This
wider ranging discussion indicates that the technology cannot
be considered in isolation. Many aspects of a piece such as
the writing, acting, environment, post-production, etc., will play
into how the strengths and limitations of the technology are
experienced by users. This may imply that future research could
benefit from adopting a more holistic approach, considering not
just the technical aspects, but also the implication of how these
will likely interplay with other factors. Here, we discuss some
of these factors, and how participants felt they related to the
strengths and limitations of the technology.

4.5.2. Content Is King
Various aspects of the content itself were felt to be critical for
its success. The framing of the piece, various qualities of the
acting, the scenery and setting, as well as how the user perceives
themselves, were all felt to be important considerations when
making an experience using FVV characters.
A frequent comment was that participants felt that they
were “watching a performance, rather than being part of a
performance” (P5). While a lack of acknowledgment was felt
to contribute to this feeling, qualities of the acting were also
highlighted: “it was the lack of eye contact, it was overblown
gestures, the tone of the voice—it felt very monologic” (P1).
Different mediums require different performance styles
(Bernard, 1997). It was felt that FVV production may currently
be “not unlike early cinema, [where] the acting had to adapt
to what could be captured” (P4). One participant felt that FVV
might be similar to “directing for games,” which requires “a
slightly more physical performance,” although they felt that FVV

4.5.1. Production to the Rescue
Participants agreed that every medium has its limitations.
Creatives work around these limitations through artistic
treatments “like magic tricks” (P6); distracting from, disguising
or utilizing these limitations to produce pieces that work. Such
techniques are “what cinema is doing [. . . ] all the time” (P6), and
participants felt that it may be possible to adapt some “tricks that
we know from other media” (P2) to improve FVV content.
An example of such a technique was to design content in
which the character was at a greater distance from the viewer.
One participant proposed a distance of “2 m minimum,” as users
will not “see all the details [they] would have seen at 1 m” (P6),
meaning fidelity issues and artifacts are disguised. Lighting was
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might benefit from a “voice [that’s] very naturalistic [. . . ] a very
intimate voice” (P4). Participants agreed that the example clips
we showed did not capture this style of acting. One participant
commented that during the clips it was “not as if someone [was]
talking to you personally [. . . ] there’s no [. . . ] intimacy” (P2),
while another felt the acting was “very hammy” (P1). It was
felt that “technical constraints” placed on the captured person—
such as the requirement to move fingers and arms in particular
ways, such as to avoid self-occlusion—may be “straitjacketing
[the performance] a bit” (P2). While participants felt that “actors
[can] do that, that’s their job,” it may lead them to “go into
acting mode,” which could mean “that you lose naturalism” (P2).
Additionally, it was felt important to consider non-actors:

“The only way to make [the experience] okay is to present a
scenario where it doesn’t feel so obvious that [the characters are]
not acknowledging you” (P4).

One participant felt it would be better to position the viewer
“as part of an audience,” because users would then “be more
tolerant to [. . . ] non-interaction” (P5). Others felt that the actor’s
performance could be used to set the expectations of the user,
with one participant commenting of an encounter piece: “I’m
not going to ask him questions [because] he’s just telling me a
story” (P4).
From these comments it is clear that many aspects of the
context of a piece will affect users’ expectations, and therefore
the impact of technical constraints. Setting up these expectations
through the staging, the performance style of the actors, or
the presence or absence of a self-avatar, are all areas raised
by participants that it would be interesting to explore further.
Additionally, it may be important to consider these factors when
assessing technical developments to the production pipeline, as
there is likely to be substantial interplay between these facets.

“A lot of volumetric capture is used to shoot non-actors [. . . ]
performers, dancers, footballers, [and] these people are not used
to it [. . . ] and you can tell them 20 times [. . . ] not to do that, [and
they] will still do that, [. . . ] because [they are] not an actor” (P6).

5. LIMITATIONS

This loss of naturalism in the performance may have contributed
to participants feeling that they were watching a “stage play”
(P1). This recurring perception that participants were watching
a play may give rise to issues around how viewers perceive
themselves during these pieces. Our demo scenes did not feature
a virtual body for the viewer, which may have contributed to
this issue. Users feeling like a “floating bodyless camera” (P1)
may make them “not feel part of it” (P5). This may produce
“an implicit asymmetry,” because the FVV characters “had all
their clothing, they were pretty high fidelity, and [the viewer]
was nothing” (P5). While a lack of embodiment may have
contributed to this issue, it was also noted that a self-avatar may
even make things worse, if “it reinforces the fact that [the FVV
characters] should be able to see you but yet they don’t react
to you” (P5).
A number of aspects of an experience may cause a user to
feel like a “ghost,” with Bye (2017) proposing that the inclusion
of a self-avatar, the level of agency users have, and the extent to
which their presence is acknowledged in the scene all contribute.
Indeed, the impact of being acknowledged or not by characters
has been discussed before in the field of VR storytelling.
Not being acknowledged was termed “The Swazye Effect” by
Oculus Story Studio, who described this sensation as “having
no tangible relationship with your surroundings,” which they
felt “can create a considerable gap in connecting with the story
and action” (Oculus Story Studio, 2015). This supposition has
some quantitative support. A recent work by Steed et al. (2018)
found a significant improvement in presence and experiencing
the situation and characters involved as real when the user is
subtly acknowledged by avatars in the scene through responsive
eye gaze. While this study also found evidence that the presence
or absence of a self-avatar impacts illusions of reality, it was
to a smaller degree then being included in the scene through
being acknowledged. In our study, FVV characters’ failure to
successfully acknowledge the user was felt to be significant, with
one participant commenting:
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Our approach of collecting data from XR experts using flexible
qualitative methods has a number of limitations. The use of
experts means we are capturing a specific point of view that
may not represent the experience of the average XR user. It also
means participant numbers were low, meaning it is not possible
to claim our findings are generalizable or complete. As a result,
all findings here must be considered preliminary and require
further investigation.
Our choice of the Oculus Quest as a device to demonstrate
FVV content to participants also had limitations. As discussed
in the section 4, a number of issues may have arisen from this.
Issues such as the resolution, aliasing, and the need to simplify
the scenery, may have affected participants’ perceptions of the
media. All participants were familiar with FVV or had worked
with it extensively, however, and these clips were intended to act
as a shared touch point to facilitate discussion. Additionally, the
Quest is one of the most popular VR device currently on the
market (SuperData, 2020). As a result, this reflects a common
use-case for the technology. Physical space restrictions during
clip demonstrations were also highlighted by participants during
interviews, as an ability to move more freely may have allowed a
different type of engagement with the FVV characters, such as to
approach and examine them.
The coding was performed by the first author only, which
could have impacted the analysis and resulted in an interpretation
that is constrained to a single viewpoint. To mitigate the impact
this may have had, the analysis was reviewed by both authors, and
member checking was utilized to ensure participants felt their
views had been faithfully interpreted and that our corresponding
analysis was appropriate.

6. CONCLUSION
FVV has recently become practical as a content type for
production XR material. FVV has a distinct set of properties that
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In a fifth theme, it was highlighted that all mediums suffer
from some limitations, and that creatives can work around
these to produce awe-inspiring content. These production
considerations, such as using tricks to hide or even utilize
limitations, as well as the complex interplay of factors such
as writing, acting and post-production, are critical components
of the FVV pipeline. These elements will have a large impact
on to what extent users notice limitations of the technology.
Investigations into these factors from producers, researchers,
and commercial studios would be highly useful, as it appears
there is a large amount of scope for improvement within the
current generation of FVV. Commercial studios in particular are
likely to be generating invaluable experience about performance
style, production techniques, etc. While such methods may be
commercially sensitive in the short term, we would encourage
the open sharing of findings to allow the technology to
thrive. This could help establish “best practice” in the field,
and facilitate a full comparison of FVV to other content
creation techniques, which we believe could be ideal routes for
future work.

set it apart from other XR content types. It is therefore essential
for us to form an understanding of how these properties impact
content creation and the user experience, and this may help to
guide future research.
We felt it was important to start this investigation in an openended way. With this aim, flexible qualitative data collection
and analysis techniques were employed. Six experts in the field
of XR content were interviewed. These interviews were then
analyzed using inductive thematic analysis. The result was a wideranging analysis and discussion that covered a broad spectrum of
potential strengths and weaknesses in the current generation of
FVV. This analysis resulted in five themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They don’t look real, but that’s okay
They can really move
They don’t connect with me
Encounter, legacy, and truth
No technology is an island

In the first theme participants identified that in terms of visual
quality, although FVV characters were considered high fidelity,
they still do not appear “real.” Despite this, it was felt that a
lack of realism may not necessarily have a negative impact on
the user experience, and the technology was felt to be good
enough already for many use cases. The content’s current inability
to respond correctly to environment light, however, was seen
as a technical issue with wide ranging implications, such as
impacting scene integration, perceived solidity and depth, and
reducing the effectiveness of secondary motions such as cloth
dynamics. The impact of scale was also found to be significant,
and issues caused by differences in height when an FVV character
addresses the viewer were felt to have implications on presence
and scene understanding. Improvements in visual quality were
also felt to be important, with surface appearance and hands
mentioned as two particular areas where increased quality could
be important.
In the second theme, accurate portrayal of natural movement
was generally agreed to be a strength of the technology in
comparison to other XR content creation techniques. In the
third theme, however, a lack of behavioral realism beyond this
movement was identified as a limitation. FVV characters that
address the user were felt to present a particular issue, with
unrealistic eye contact and body language mentioned as key
factors. While increased visual realism is laudable, we discussed
evidence in the literature that such improvements may increase
expectations of behavioral realism. Investigations into the impact
of these factors may prove essential as the gap between visual and
behavioral realism widens. Additionally, while we discussed that
recent research may help address issues in behavioral realism,
in the fourth theme it was identified that this may potentially
be in conflict with the perception of the technology’s ability to
reproduce an event faithfully. FVV’s ability to accurately portray
real people and events was seen as a key strength over other
technologies such as avatars. This strength, however, may also
give rise to important ethical considerations around the portrayal
of “truth,” with these considerations potentially being contingent
on the content type.
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